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FOREWORD 
 
This thesis aims to explore the field of Community Management, to explain and define the               

role, to explore the meaning of the role from various perspectives and to use my own                

experience as a Community Manager to offer hands-on experience.  

I wish to thank AALTO International, a luxury womenswear designer brand based in Paris,              

France, with a community of buyers and wearers that stretch all over the world. AALTO has                

offered me, as their first Community Manager, the chance to gain cross-platform insight and              

know-how through the opportunity to create and mould the title according to the existing              

community’s needs and by learning where to look for an expansion of the community.  

I also wish to thank my network, including both business-related contacts and personal             

friends, that have been willing to discuss the impact and development of Community             

Managers in various fields. Through these encounters, I have had the opportunity to broaden              

the perspective on the topic, and the fruitful and diverse thoughts that have risen from               

discourse with people who are not directly working in the field have been immensely              

valuable.  

 

The aim of this degree thesis is to highlight the different aspects and the versatility of a role                  

that is relatively new in the digital social field, and, nonetheless, important. Because of the               

novelty this role carries, it tends to be shifted together with roles of Marketing or with PR, and                  

that is why this thesis seeks to give a holistic view of the ground a Community Manager acts                  

on. This thesis looks to behaviourism and psychology to further understand and explain why              

there is a digital presence so big on social media platforms, that it needs management.  

 

Writing this could not have been made possible without the professors teaching Cultural             

Management at Arcada University of Applied Sciences, who have agreed and allowed me to              

finalise my studies from a distance. I want to direct a sincere thank you to Tomas Träskman,                 

who has supervised this degree thesis.  
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Studying from a distance is a learning experience that emphasises that an academic degree is a                

personal achievement, and I want to thank my friends and my family for having given me the                 

extra push of motivation one sometimes need when creating something just for oneself. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is born out of curiosity to explore the meaning and the impact of the profession of                  

a Community Manager in the field of Social Media, and the eager want to understand the                

digital behaviour a Community Manager oversees. For this, it’s important to define what kind              

of communities this thesis’ focuses on. In this context, a community implies a group of people                

and accountholders on social media platforms where you can express your likes and dislikes,              

and connect with likeminded accounts. Wherever there is a community, it will work to its’               

favour to be managed. “The goal of community design is to bring out the community's own                

internal direction, character, and energy” (Wenger et al., 2002). 

 

 

The thesis aims to study what impact a Community Manager has on social media platforms,               

with emphasis on the platform Instagram, and to investigate on which platforms the presence              

of a Community Manager is needed, in what way, and, especially, for which reason there is a                 

community to manage. 

Today in 2019, whoever that has access to a digital infrastructure -part of the primary digital                

needs that are presented at a later point in this thesis-, is given the opportunity to create                 

content and interact with it. Content, in this case, refers to mediums facilitating online              

storytelling; images, videos, text, GIFs, sound etc. The possibilities of online storytelling are             

close to infinite: once the needs of a digital infrastructure are met, whoever can tell whatever                

story to whoever that stand on the same side of the digital divide. In said scenario, the need of                   

more than a bot or an automated system to control and manage content has risen: “Alive                

communities, whether planned or spontaneous, have a "coordinator" who organizes events           

and connects [online and offline] community.” (Wenger et al. 2002). 

Throughout the thesis, I have chosen to highlight Instagram due to it carrying the status of the                 

most interesting online platform for the relationship between customer and business, and due             

to my hands-on expertise is largely gained from said medium. 80% of Instagrammers interact              

intentionally, usually by following, at least one brand, and 60% of users say they discover               
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new products through said platform. (Chaykowski, 2016). Instagram creates a unique           

environment where business and pleasure, with the pleasure, in this case, being equal to social               

media, co-exist on the same ground. 

1.1 Purpose of the study 

This study aims to define why the title "Community Manager" exists and what a Community               

Manager is and how far the impact of a Community Manager stretches through descriptive              

research. It explores what kind of skill set is expected from him or her while taking into                 

consideration what differences occur depending on the field, country and companies. The            

study highlights the role of a Community Manager in the digital world and explores what               

impact he or she has on creating a sense of digital inclusiveness, and especially, why there is a                  

digital community to manage. The purpose of this thesis is, in addition to this, also to give a                  

good background and understanding of why, and where, a Community Manager is needed. 

The questions that are setting the direction for this study derive from hands-on experience in               

the field, gained from work in Finland, Sweden and France. 

 

1.2 Method 
 

Having established the research topic, I had to define what kind of research problem this               

thesis is facing, and how to study it in the best way possible. This thesis is written from a                   

perspective that emphasises the impact a Community Manager has on online communities. It             

aims to describe why an online community exists from a behavioural point of view, how it                

interacts with the members in it and how it interacts with content directed at it. These results                 

will be presented in the chapter Findings.  

In the chapter of Advantages and Disadvantages, a closer reflection of the pros and cons of                

the method will be introduced. 
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This thesis is descriptive research. In order to address the research questions accordingly, the              

method is observational. Some of the conclusions, for example, when establishing what kind             

of content responds well to the community in question, are achieved from quantitative             

observation. This means that I objectively describe the data-collection tools a Community            

Manager uses in his or her job. For the large part of the questions, I have used qualitative                  

observation, that means to monitor the characteristics of the online communities I have access              

to, without interfering with their behaviours, but merely describing it. Due to this thesis              

having many concepts and ideas supported from personal experiences, I have taken on the              

role as a participant that observes. In the end, a Community Manager can be labelled as just                 

that, with the addition that he or she will adapt their behaviour depending on the qualitative                

and quantitative observations. 

A descriptive study is used to describe behaviour or characteristics of a sample population              

(Dudovskiy 2018). In this case, the population consist of Millenials on the part of the digital                

divide that has digital literacy and uses social media -platforms so frequently, especially             

Instagram, that they in this thesis are defined as Instagrammers. 

The three main purposes of a descriptive study are to:  

- describe, 

- explain and 

- validate research findings. (Dudoviskiy 2018) 

Because a considerable part of this thesis is built upon personal experience gained from the               

field of community management, I have opted for a broad range of sources in order to assure                 

representational research. The way I will use my experience from being the current             

Community Manager of AALTO is that I am using this as a point of reference to validate the                  

results from the other sources used.  

 

The method used when performing descriptive research is called the “Observational Method”.            

Observation is a way of gathering information and data that is regarded as a participatory               

study. This is because the researcher is immersing herself in the lieu he or she is describing                 
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(here: the world of social media and community management) while taking notes (Dudoviskiy             

2018).  

 

 

This thesis is written while working as a Community Manager, which offers a first-hand              

observation. I will present the experience in the following chapter.  

1.3 Background from a personal view 
 

A great deal of the thesis is based on personal experience in the relatively new field of                 

Community Management (Bury, 2011). The source is referring to an interview from 2008,             

where the role was referred to as “a really new position, without definitive job descriptions or                

templates. She (Sarah Prevette) describes the job as a mix of writing, PR, communications,              

and social media.” (Bury, 2011).  

 

The personal experience I mention is gained from the auction house Bukowski OY AB by               1

managing the global and local fashion- and vintage community, and at the consulting             

company Windsor Consulting by expanding and connecting accounts and communities with            2 3

similar interests through visual and thematic coherence. The most valuable experience I have             

gained in Community Management is from the designer brand AALTO International ,           4

referred to as AALTO. There, I had had the opportunity to shape the role that before me was                  

non-existent, and there, the questions this thesis is built upon emerged. It is especially at               

AALTO where the tools for analysis a Community Manager benefits from that are presented              

in chapter 4.2.1 have become something I feel confident and familiar with enough to include               

them in my degree thesis. 

 

1 https://www.bukowskis.com/en/  
2 http://windsor-consult.com/  
3 https://www.instagram.com/windsorconsulting/  
4 https://www.instagram.com/aaltointernational/  
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1.4 Background from a general view 
 

Having scanned job listings online Perfect World Entertainment (US), SCORP (US),           

WeWork (US/FR), Nestlé (UK), Big Mamma (FR) for the role of “Community Manager”, my              

findings show that the frames for defining the work of a Community Manager are somewhat               

similar, but that there are considerable differences to what kind of work and set of skills are                 

to be expected. The job listings with their requirements, are to be found in the appendices of                 

this thesis.  

What can be extracted from the job listings mentioned above is that Social Media and the                

purpose of social media channels for businesses evolve at a rapid pace and that the job                

descriptions vary greatly depending on the country, field and company. The amount of job              

advertisements found after a quick online search on the platform LinkedIn suggests that the              

know-how of the field is lacking and that the industries feel the need and demand the services                 

of a Community Manager. The use of communication tools, social media channels and other              

community engaging aspects varies to the extent that each business in the examples provided              

has an altered job description for the same title.  

For Perfect World Entertainment, a Community Manager answers the customers' questions           

about quality and products. For SCORP, a Community Manager proactively looks for partners             

or events that will aid the growth of the business’ community, and so the tasks are focused on                  

both online and offline presence. For WeWork, the Community Manager is required to have              

the know-how and take the role as an event planner. At Big Mamma the Community Manager                

is expected to have content creating and editing skills. 

“A community manager will advocate for your business in social media forums, have             

conversations with potential customers and research new prospects. Depending on your           
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business, community management might also involve organising and monitoring         

Twitter chats, social media competitions and Q&As.” (Digital360 2017)  

The description quoted is one that correlates well with the perspective this thesis is written               

from, hence it being cited frequently. To add is that it is often country- and field-specific,                

when it comes to which platforms are updated. To provide the reader with an overview of the                 

platforms where social interaction is key, and therefore benefit or require community            

management, a short history of social media channels is found in the appendix of the thesis. 

2. RESEARCH RELEVANCE 

This thesis focuses on an area that is relevant for those on the side of the digital divide who                   

have ready access to computers and the internet. Briefly, the digital divide is “---the gulf               

between those who have ready access to computers and the internet and those who do not that                 

have access to a functioning digital world” (BoIA 2017).  

The reason I have chosen to focus on Instagram, despite of the fact that Facebook has a                 

higher number of users (Statista October 2018), is that it will give the most accurate view of                 

behaviour and provide the most material to work with. It is the Social Media -platform with                

the highest rate of engagement, and especially engagement with brands and businesses,            

compared to Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Snapchat and Youtube (Statista January 2018). For            

this thesis, where the focus is on the engagement and interaction between an account with the                

need of a Community Manager, and a personal account, Instagram is easily the most              

interesting one, providing the most material to observe and study: already in March 2016,              

98% of fashion brands were present on the platform. In December that same year, the average                

posting frequency from a fashion business was 27.9 posts per month (Statista May 2018).              

That number has now slightly decreased, and in December of 2017, it showed an average               

posting frequency of 20.4 posts/month (Statista May 2018). 
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It is easy to grasp why a company would want to be present on social media: that is where the                    

customers are (Smith and Anderson 2018) (Agrawal 2016). Instagram is where the            

individuals, today making up the customer base, were already six years before any businesses.              

It is the ideal place to study the relationships between C2C, C2B, B2C and B2B because 80%                 

of users of the platform voluntarily (i.e. without being force-fed advertisements or sponsored             

posts) interact with a brand (Monllos 2017). 

 

From a personal perspective, I find it interesting to work in a field where both customers and                 

businesses are primarily given the same tools and the same rules and meet as equal players.                

On this playground, instant feedback and discourse between the business and the consumer             

are made possible. There are more than 600 million active users monthly on the said               

playground and more than 400 million users that use the platform Instagram on a daily basis                

(Dodaro 2017). It’s interesting to follow the interaction that now is more conversational-like             

in its course, compared to a time when brands communicated in a broadcast-like way. The               

result is instant feedback and reaction, much like in a conversation held offline. 

 

2.1. Digital literacy 

The way my generation, and the one after me, referred to as “millennials”, behave on digital                

platforms all have more than digital know-how of basics, we actually have digital literacy              

made up of four pillars (Heick 2015): 

● Comprehension = understanding what you encounter and read online and being able to             

put in into context 

● Interdependence = understanding how different media and different platforms work          

together and how they support each other’s existence 
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● Social factors = sharing and re-posting means more than what first meets the eye; it               

can create organic ecosystems of sourcing, sharing, storing, and ultimately          

repackaging media in  a way to enlarge the communities 

● Curation = the ability to understand the value of information, and keep it in a way that                 

makes it accessible and useful long-term. 

 

2.1.2. Digital inclusion 

When digital literacy is achieved, the need for digital inclusion rises. Digital inclusion is “the               

ability of individuals and groups to access and use information and communications            

technologies.” It’s meant to have a practical, policy-driven approach to the digital atmosphere,             

that sees and acknowledges the needs of individuals and communities as a whole. (BoIA              

2017) 

3. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is written with the aim to map out the Community Manager’s purpose in a digital                 

context. In order to reach this aim and simultaneously introduce the relatively new field of               

Community Management (Bury 2011), the thesis is structured in a certain way, and in this               

chapter, I will explain how and why that is. 

 

The thesis begins with mapping out the purpose of the study and introducing the field and                

highlighting where the topic is relevant. In the second chapter, I present the method I found                

most well-suited for this study, end explain what a descriptive research is, and why it works                

well for my topic.  

 

The thesis then moves on to present an overview of the field of Community Management and                

presents it from both a personal and a general point of view. This first perspective is essential,                 
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as a large part of the experience this thesis is based on derives from my personal work in the                   

field of digital community management. The latter one presents a spectrum of online sources              

to balance the personal view. Through looking at a broad spectrum of sources of articles and                

job listings, the reader receives the information required to start to mould her view of the title.                 

This way, the reader has at this point of the thesis acquired a good understanding of the field                  

where a Community Manager operates and what is required from him or her.  

Prior to this current chapter, that is supposed to give insight into the structure and order of the                  

study, the thesis explains for who this topic is the most relevant, and why. Through               

understanding of key terms such as digital literacy, inclusion and divide the idea is to put the                 

field of Community Management in a global perspective. It’s not relevant for all, but for               

whom it is relevant, it is it very much so. Through larger digital inclusion, and digital literacy                 

on a larger scale, the field will expand its relevance. 

 

 

The chapter that follows this current one presents a range of theories that aims to explain why                 

there is an online community, and how it behaves. The theories are focused on the field of                 

humanistic psychology and behaviourism:  

Uses and Gratifications Theory, originating from the 1940s, 

Theory of Social Identity by Tajfel and Turner originating from 1986,  

Abraham Maslow’s theory of the Hierarchy of Needs from 1943, and  

Behavioural Psychology: “How to Win Friend and Influence People” by Dale Carnegie from             

1936. 

In order to shed light on the digital relevance and adequacy of these theories that originates                

from a pre-digital era, the chapter aims to present the theories from a digital perspective too.                

This can be read like a translation from an analogue context to a digital one, and is essential to                   

the thesis.  

 

In the next chapter, the thesis proceeds to focus on a Community Manager’s work and               

highlighting the way a Community Manager can affect the sense of online inclusiveness. This              
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is, too, an essential part of the thesis, as the name of the research implies. The chapter presents                  

a set of tools for measuring how well a Community Manager is succeeding in his or her aim                  

to create digital inclusiveness and a sense of community online. The know-how of tools is               

based on both personal experiences gained in the field as well as from articles, literature and                

blog posts, and I have added clear examples to showcase the inclusive communication             

strategies used on Instagram by (fashion) brands.  

In chapter six, the thesis goes on to present what kind of methods can be used by a                  

Community Manager in order to strengthen a sense of community and increase inclusivity             

online. The main issues that accompany the topic are presented in this chapter.  

As with any topic and anything one undertakes, there are expected and unexpected challenges.              

At this point of the thesis, I present these, with the two main ones, in my opinion, being the                   

digital divide, that is now introduced further, as well as a trust and safety aspect. They are                 

presented both from a general view and from a Community Manager’s perspective.  

In the final chapters of the thesis, the findings of the study are presented. The results and                 

answers to the research questions are broken down one by one and resemble a Q&A between                

the reader and the study. The last chapter presents the advantages and disadvantages             

encountered and realised during the process of studying this topic from such a personal view.               

As a final reflection, the thesis ends with a suggestion of where and on what the next study in                   

the field could concentrate on. 

 

4. THEORETICAL VIEWS ON THE NEED FOR DIGITAL INCLUSIVENESS 

For the theoretical background of this descriptive research, I have found that theories on              

behavioural psychology work well for this thesis. In this chapter, theories deriving from             

behaviourism are presented: The Uses and Gratifications Theory (Whiting and Williams           

2013), The Need of Belonging (Tajfel 1979) with its offline Hierarchy of Needs (Maslow              

1943) and it's digital one (Link 2018) and a theory on influencing (Carnegie 1936). 
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4.1 Uses and gratifications theory 

To understand a Community Manager’s work, it’s important to keep in mind that social media               

platforms, and the audience on it, exist for a reason. There is something that drives us not only                  

to create offline but to create and share our lives and creations online, too. This can be                 

interpreted to that we have a need of feeling seen. Why? The theories presented in his chapter                 

aim to explain our use of Social Media -platforms.  

The first theory this thesis is introducing to answer the research questions posed is the Uses                

and Gratifications Theory. It is about what people use Social Media for, as opposed to what                

Social Media does to people. The theory originates from the 1940s when Herta Hertzog              

researched radio listeners. It evolved further in the late 1960s, with Jay Bumler and Denis               

McQuail, who focused their research on political programmes broadcasted on television           

(LearningTheories 2017) and the way people interacted with them. The ‘Uses and            

Gratifications Theory’ has a unique point of view because it assumes that anyone who uses               

Social Media (and prior: radio, and political TV-programmes), does so intentionally. The            

theory explores how the needs of gratification are met through the most common ways of               

using Social Media. The ‘Uses and Gratifications Theory’ is also confirmed by Abraham             

Maslow, who’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ is to be introduced in this chapter. He stated that the                

theory could be seen as an extension of his own (David 2017). 

A study that I have found useful for this thesis shows that there are a total of 10 aspects of                    

Social Media that bring gratification in the users (Whiting, Williams 2013). The ten uses and               

gratifications found in this study are social interaction (by 88% of the respondents),             

information seeking (by 80%), pass time (by 76%), entertainment (by 64%), relaxation (by             

60%), communicatory utility (by 56%), expression of opinions (by 56% too), convenience            

utility (by 52%), information sharing (by 40%), and surveillance and watching of others (by              

20%). The respondents were encouraged to tick as many boxes as they felt were              
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representative of their social media -behaviour. The most popular ways of usage are explained              

more in-depth to follow: 

● Social Interaction 

In this context, this equals to meet peers with common interests and to stay up-to-date               

with current happenings. 88% of the participants of their questionnaire states that            

Social Media gives them a social life.  (Whiting, Williams 2013).  

 

Another reason for regarding social interaction as the gratifying factor is that users are              

online in order to interact with a variety of types of people, some of them that they in                  

real life would not interact as much with otherwise (Jurgen, McCorriston et al. 2015);              

friends, family, acquaintances, coworkers, old friends and new friends, all giving and            

receiving the same amount of digital attention. 

 

● Information Seeking 

In this context, this means to self-educate and to find information, for example by              

posting a question on a Social Media-channel, in a specific group, in an app with a                

specific interest-based audience (Jurgen, McCorriston et al. 2015). 

 

The study (Whiting, Williams 2013) shows that information acquired from Social           

Media is special offers and sales, information about birthdays, events and parties.            

Often, this is information with an added social value –without the social aspect, one              

could not gain access to a selected group of experts in a Facebook-group, or              

promotional code to a party or to a service.  

 

● Pastime 

In this context, this equals using the internet when one has nothing else or “nothing               

better to do”. 
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● Entertainment  

In the context of the study, this is the use of Social Media for entertainment and                

enjoyment. The participants of the questionnaire gave examples of entertainment          

activities being playing games, both on SoMe-platforms and gaming specific ones,           

listening to music, and watching videos, for humour and comic relief.  

 

● Relaxation 

Here, this implies using Social Media in order to relieve day-to-day stress, in a way               

that requires very little thought and offers an effortless escape from reality. It can be  

 

● Communicatory functions 

This focuses on facilitating communicatory aspects, and not social interactions. Using           

communication tools such as e-mails, chats, WhatsApp, Slack, BaseCamp, Trello,          

Google Hangouts in order to handle project management and overall communication.  

 

● Convenience functions 

This translates to the convenience and usefulness of Social Media, for example, an             

advertisement that is interactive or directing the user to shop directly from Social             

Media channels. 

4.2 Need of belonging 

The ‘Need of Belonging’ (Tajfel, Turner, 1986) is a theory that I find very relevant still today,                 

even from the digital perspective. It is about social identity and “[the theory] proposes that a                

person’s sense of who they are depend on the groups to which they belong” (David 2015).  

The theory implies that a person’s sense of self is directly related to the groups that person                 

feels he or she belongs to (Jurgen, McCorriston et al. 2015). More than often, a person does                 

not relate to only one group, but an individual’s sense of self is as multifaceted as the groups                  
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he feels he affiliate with. 

 

In the offline world, this translates to adjusting the way one acts and which parts of one’s                 

personality is more highlighted depending on what group one is in at the moment, and what                

tone of voice and what story one wants to tell. 

What I have learned through my observations, is that in the digital world one still defines                

one’s identity through belonging to many groups, but can opt to reveal only one part of                

oneself at a time, resulting in a two dimensional 2.0 -version of yourself. Contradictory to               

reality, one can customise their identity entirely depending on whom one wants to tell what               

kind of story to, and how one wants to be perceived. The online community offers a kind of                  

filter or shielded perspective. 

Applying this theory (Tajfel, Turner, 1986) on the digital world further, the theory proposes              

the idea of strengthening one’s feeling of belonging by dividing the broader community into              

“us” and “them”, depending on similarities and differences. Due to the digital divide, this is               

what happens in the digital world still: there is the part of the world that does not have access                   

to devices or internet, “them”, and there is the part on the other side of the divide that can                   

write a thesis about Digital Inclusiveness, “us”. In this social categorisation the groups you              

identify with, are called “in-groups”, and the ones you don’t identify with are called              

“out-groups”. The latter ones we may discriminate against (McLeod, 2008). 

The social categorisation consists of three main components (David 2015) that I will explain              

and add a digital perspective gained from my observations on the following concepts: 

● Social Categorization - individuals with a need of belonging 

This is where we categorise our surroundings and especially the people in it, based on               

sex, ethnicity, age, behaviour, interests and beliefs, political convictions etc. At this            

stage, we also define which groups we see as in-groups our out-groups, i.e. which              

groups we want to belong to. An individual can belong to many groups. (McLeod              
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2008) 

 

From a digital perspective, we categorise people based on which part of the digital              

divide they stand, what kind of device they are using, which platforms they are active               

on, what kind of content they upload, what tone of voice, under which hashtags (where               

applicable) they want their content to be shown etc.  

 

● Social Identification 

This is where you have already identified with a group, and strengthen your identity              

by perceiving yourself mirrored against the identity of the group and that context.             

Here we adapt our behaviour to match one of the in-group. (David 2015) 

 

From a digital perspective, the research about the usage of the fitness app Fitocracy              

(Jurgen, McCorriston et al. 2015) shows that even though the app itself, and the study,               

focus on the workout and the fitness, many members of that community only act upon               

the social aspects of the app: “We note that users engage in the platform in different                

ways, including only partaking in social functions and commenting rather than posting            

workouts.” 

 

● Social Comparison 

In this third stage, we strengthen the in-group by comparing us to the out-group(s),              

and we look for aspects to compare where the in-group will be better. With this third                

stage, the real risk of prejudice and judgement rises, since a comparison is putting two               

or more groups against one another, causing rivalry. (McLeod 2008) 

 

From a digital perspective, the social comparison can be found in when comparing the              

number of followers on an account or amount of friends, the number of page likes,               

interaction with the content posted to a community or popularity of a hashtag. 
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The conclusion is that we are individuals, with a need for belonging to a group(s) that we feel                  

is better than other groups. We have a need of being considered part of a community, feeling                 

seen and to feel that someone shares our perspective and respects it, of getting acknowledged               

for our point of view, our work and our vision.  

Zooming on to where this need derives from, brings this thesis to introduce its’ next theory. 

4.2.1 Hierarchy of needs 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Need of Belonging (Tajfel, Turner, 1986) can easily               

link to the theory of the Hierarchy of Needs, often referred to as Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.  

The theory originates from Abraham Maslow (1908-1970) feeling that the other theories that at              

the time were the most popular in trying to explain the human behaviour and the complexity of it                  

were not enough. He developed this theory that states that any human has self-fulfilment and               

self-growth, i.e. becoming the best of oneself that one can become, as an ultimate goal, or here:                 

as an ultimate need (David 2014). 

 

In order to meet this need, there are a series of steps or levels that must be reached first.                   

Maslow's reasons that when the most primary level of needs, named physiological needs, is met,               

we automatically start reaching for the level of needs above that, and above that, until we reach                 

the ultimate level of growth. This journey of personal development is best pictured in the               

pyramid of needs (see figure 1) and is to be read from the bottom up.  

In the chapter to follow, the various steps of the pyramid are described in both analogue and                 

digital context.  
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of Needs by Abraham Maslow, (Harper & Row, 1970) 
 

4.2.2 The digital hierarchy of needs 

As this thesis is aiming to describe the need for not only inclusiveness but for digital                

inclusiveness, I have created a table where the needs in the theory of Abraham Maslow,               

(McLeod 2018) have been translated into digital needs (Link 2018) (Burkley 2017). 
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ANALOG HIERARCHY OF NEEDS DIGITAL HIERARCHY OF NEEDS  

SELF-ACTUALIZATION SELF-ACTUALIZATION 

Meaning being able to realise one’s      
personal, being able to understand     
self-fulfilment, to seek personal growth     
and the peak experiences that lead to this.        
According to Maslow, this top of the       
pyramid is reached with “a desire to       
become everything one is capable of      
becoming.” 

In the digital hierarchy of need, this is        
translated to having achieved a realisation of       
the impact of SoMe, and understanding it is a         
tool, not a purpose.  
Acknowledging it is one way of showing       
yourself or certain qualities of yourself, and       
acknowledging it does not define you.  

SELF-ESTEEM  PERSONAL BRANDING 

Meaning two things:  
1) Esteem for oneself; a sense of dignity        
and of importance in one’s own eyes,       
acknowledging personal achievements,   
mastering a skill, enjoying independence 
 
2) Esteem for oneself by others; longing       
for reputation and relevancy in from      
others than oneself. For example, having      
a (high) social and/or business status.  
 

In the digital hierarchy of needs, this is        
translated to feelgood. A sense of (digital)       
self-esteem gained through acts of instant      
gratification: likes, shares and citations of      
content, getting acknowledgement and being     
seen. Friend requests, access to closed groups,       
business networking and job opportunities. 

BELONGING BELONGING 
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Meaning that after physiological and     
safety needs have been fulfilled, the third       
level of human needs is social, and       
involves feelings of belongingness. The     
need for relationships motivates    
behaviour that spike it and create      
opportunities for it. 

Translates to having many people listed as       
your friends, linking with friends of friends       
and acquaintances on SoMe, manifesting your      
likes and dislikes and building a like-minded       
community around you. On platforms such as       
Twitter, Youtube and Instagram this translates      
to gaining followers and subscribers. Basically      
creating a custom-made community where you      
feel your beliefs and values are shared and        
heard.  

SAFETY SECURITY 

Meaning that there is a real sense of        
protection from outer threats, there is law       
and rules that because all participants of       
life in society follow them, it guarantees       
order and stability and grants freedom of       
fear.  

In the digital hierarchy of needs, this translates        
to being able to rely on two things:  
1) the technology: that the battery will last as         
long as it says, that the access to the internet is           
granted, that calls and messages are reaching       
you, that your phone number is linked to only         
you, that your SoMe -accounts only can be        
logged in to with the passwords of your        
creation etc 
 
2) the netiquette (internet behavioural     
etiquette) is being followed by the users and        
monitored by the administrators of the      
platforms and that they are functioning; your       
privacy settings are being respected, your data       
is not being misused, the content you post        
stays platform-specific, etc. It is more about       
trust, than safety.  
The Community Manager’s importance is     
stressed at this early level of the pyramid, as         
monitoring e-bullying and violating rules is      
monitored by a CMS, a bot or by a physical          
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person. 

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL THE PHYSICAL 

According to Maslow, these are the most       
important needs because if these are not       
met, the other needs in the pyramid       
cannot be wanted.  
Biological requirements such as air, food,      
shelter, clothing, warmth, sex and sleep      
are listed here. 

On the digital hierarchy of needs, these first        
needs are what define on which part of the         
digital divide you are.  
The needs to be met are those of access to a           
device, to electricity, to the Internet.  

 

4.3 BEHAVIORAL PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

Now that this thesis has established the reason lying behind our need of feeling seen and how 

the digital hierarchy of needs works as an explanation for the existence of expression on 

Social Media, the thesis will explore another perspective, the one of behaviourism. 

Behaviorsim orignates from the late 19th century, and aims to analyze our behaviour by 

dividing into two categories explaining it. It states that all of our behaviour is basically a 

reaction to some sort of stimulus in the environment, or a result of the individual’s history and 

upbringing and how we have been thaught to react, with punishment or reward. Our 

behaviour on social media is comparable to this; the reaction we get is the stimulus, and is a 

reward. All reaction that is rewarded is then repeated in an endless loop.  

 

However, traditionally behaviorism studies our phsyical reactions rather than the inner ones. 

In the way we carry ourselves online, our physical behaviour is quite passive. When we 

interact on Social Media channels, we type out physical reactions such as LOL, an 

abbreviation of “laughing out loud” or SMH, “shaking my head”, and in French: MDR 
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“mourire de rire”, to die of laughter, but our physical being is close to immobile (see figure 

2). But our interactions online are still, ultimately, about just that: behaviour, and that is  why 

this chapter evolves around behaviourism. 

Figure 2. A person’s contradicting physical being online and offline. 

4.3.1 How to win friends and influence people from 1936 to 2019 

In this chapter, the thesis will present Dale Carnegie’s theory and teachings on behavioural              

psychology that became relevant in an analogue perspective when first introduced in 1936 and              

still are, even seen from a digital perspective, in 2019. 

  

Dale Carnegie was a writer, teacher and developer of theories with the thematics of social               

skills, how to improve as a speaker, a businessman and a salesman, on social              

self-improvement and on the average person’s desire to have more self-confidence (Dale            
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Carnegie 2018). The lectures, that are still being held today, have an emphasis on the latter                

(Limor 2012). How this translates to our behaviour on Social Media is being explained next. 

 

All anyone wants is to feel appreciated (Carnegie 1936, p 33) and strengthens his statement               

with “The deepest principle in human nature is the craving to be appreciated.” (William              

James). He elaborates this argument with the help of the thought of John Dewey, an American                

pragmatist. The only real way to learn is to interact with one’s environment, stated Dewey               

(John Dewey on Education: Impact & Theory), and elaborated James’s thought by saying that              

“the deepest urge in human nature is the desire to be important”.  

These basic human needs, or cravings, have not changed to this day. By translating this to                

Social Media (Limor 2012), one can argue that there is no easier way to feel important in the                  

world of Social Media than to get seen and acknowledged by people and the accounts you                

admire. 

Similarly to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs presented earlier in this thesis, Carnegie has also              

come up with a list of existential needs based on Dewey’s belief, presented here:  

●  Health and the preservation of life. 

●  Food.  

● Sleep.  

● Money (and the things money will buy).  

● Life in the hereafter. 

● Sexual gratification.  

● The well-being of our children. 

● A feeling of importance. 

Carnegie goes on to quote actor Alfred Lunt “There is nothing I need so much as nourishment                 

for my self-esteem” (Carnegie 1936, p 39). This statement is true for our existence on social                

media -platforms too. That sense of (instant) gratification gained through social interaction on             

digital platforms is highly valued and even has real addictive potential (Millennials in the              

Workplace 2017). It nourishes our self-esteem and flatters us. On social media, the highest              

form of flattery is when someone or something (as a brand or celebrity for example) you                
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admire and follow, notices your digital existence and nourishes the digital self-esteem through             

that -- and that’s why we upload that next piece of content, and the next, and the next after                   

that (Millennials in the Workplace 2017).  

The chapter “Fundamental Techniques in Handling People” (Carnegie 1936) describes which           

measures to take to succeed in just that quest, and they are surprisingly relatable to a digital                 

context and to platforms with a Community Manager present (Limor 2012). The techniques             

are presented below, and translated to a context of digital interaction between brand and              

audience through a Community Manager: 

“Don’t criticize, condemn or complain” 

Make sure to not uplift your own product or message by degrading others.  

Instead, opt to underline the positive feedback and the positive consumer experiences the             

audience of the brand provides. 

 

“Give honest and sincere appreciation.” 

Opt for positive engagement. Like, comment, re-post community-created content, to spike           

more interaction and to convince other members of the community that engagement is             

awarded with the grand prize of visibility.  

 

“Arouse in the other person an eager want.” 

Study the audience you want your product or message to reach, and work with an extended                

community; for example with a brand ambassador. A thorough Community Manager and            

Social Media Manager should aim to study which style of photography is the most popular               

with the audience, what tone of voice is used in the copies of content that is highly liked by                   

the community the brand needs to target for success, and make sure to apply the styles to your                  

content. It is key to create the illusion that the audience is made for the product and not vice                   

versa (Limor 2012). 
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5. COMMUNITY MANAGER 

At this point of the study, I will explain the perspective this thesis is written from, a                 

Community Manager’s. As established at an earlier stage of this thesis, the description of a               

Community Manager has varieties to it, more so than the descrption of another profession.              

The notion that a Community Manager “is in charge of building your brand across social               

media channels. -- is the person who advocates for your business not just by creating content                

but by actively engaging networks and influencers.” (Digital360 2017) creates a good base of              

the definition used as a starting point in this thesis.  

Job descriptions vary, with variations to be found in the appendices, but some essential              

requirements are consistent. Concisely, these are the requirements that are the same despite             

the country, field of practice and company:  

●  A digital understanding.  

● Practical know-how of Public Relations work, either digital, traditional or a            

combination of these. 

●  An ability to multitask.  

● A cross-platform comprehension, meaning an understanding of social media         

-platforms on their own, how they work alongside each other, and what the differences              

between these are. Differences can be the tone of voice, technical limitations such as              

image formats supported, amount of characters allowed, names of users that can be             

either fictive on platforms such as Instagram and Pinterest, but preferably real on             

platforms such as LinkedIn and Facebook. 

● A product understanding, since some businesses also expect the Community Manager           

to reply to customer’s inquiries about specifics about products, such as quality and             

material  

● A service-minded approach, since the Community Manager, is in digital direct or            

indirect contact with the customer and also will have to deal with negative feedback. 
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● An understanding of both B2B and B2C relationships. 

● An ability to create a social media -strategy for one or many platforms. 

● An ability to implement social media -strategies on one or several platforms.  

● An ability to create content. In this thesis, content is defined as what is posted online;                

a visual or non-visual story, video, photo, GIF, meme, interview, text, review or             

interactive content with a gamification aspect such as competition or gallup. 

● An ability to curate content. (Bury 2011) 

This list is not definite, but for this thesis, it is extensive enough.  

The goal of community management is to grow the brand community and forge new              

relationships (Digital360 2017). The relationships include both the ones with businesses that            

will benefit from collaborations and the ones established with the private person interacting             

with the brand as a potential customer. The purpose of social media -channels for businesses               

evolve at a rapid pace, and the use of communication tools and other community engaging               

aspects varies so much, that each business has their own, slightly altered job description, as               

proved in chapter 1.4. 

5.1 A community Manager’s impact on digital inclusiveness 

To engage with a brand’s audience through the use of social media is an action that will                 

benefit the business in the future (Okazaki et al., 2007). “A community manager will advocate               

for your business in social media forums, have conversations with potential customers and             

research new prospects. Depending on your business, community management might also           

involve organising and monitoring Twitter chats, social media competitions and Q&As.”           

(Digital360, 2017). To add here is that it is quite country- and field-specific, when it comes to                 

which platforms are monitored.  

When researching material for this study, it became clear at a quite early stage that it is true                  

that the presence of a Community Manager surely has an impact on digital inclusiveness.  

Once the meaning of a Community Manager was defined, I began to wonder: Why is there a                 
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need for digital inclusiveness, and how is a Community Manager relevant to this?  

 

Thanks to digital tools used to analyse activity that provides both an overview as well as                

platform-specific insight, the Community Manager has access to quite vast data-collecting           

that is helpful in comprehending ones’ audience. A tool-specific introduction will follow upon             

this chapter. 

5.1.2 Methods to measure 

During the research for this thesis and whilst examining the personal work experience I have               

gained, I aimed to be as thorough as possible.  

The tools to measure overall engagement, post-specific engagement, all-over activity and           

content interest -and disinterest- are plenty. Listed here are the ones I have found most useful                

in my work as a Community Manager at AALTO International, a description of them, and an                

explanation of their purpose:  

● Instagram Analytics 

The applications own built-in analytics tool that accounts registered as businesses can            

use. 

The application measures content engagement, how many times a post is saved to             

other accounts personal photo galleries, liked and commented on. It provides a            

demographic and geographic breakdown of the community, and an analysis of the            

community’s most active hours spent within the app. The analysis tool is useful for the               

very core of the questions asked in this thesis: by understanding what your audience              

likes, when your audience is active and most prone to engage with your content, you               

can plan to post content that is likely to speak to your audience at an hour when they                  

are the most receptive.  

 

● Facebook Insights 

The applications own built-in analytics tool for businesses on Facebook.  
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The tool measures very well the audience on the page, the growth of it and the                

timespan of the growth. It shows which content the audience interacts with and gives              

demographic and geographic information about the community. In addition to this, it            

also measures what the audience likes (apart from the page in question), which is              

useful data when creating new audiences you want to display ads to.  

All advertisements shown on both Instagram and Facebook are created through this            

app, and their performance is analysed on this platform. 

● Pinterest Analytics 

The applications own built-in analytics tool is available to anyone with an active             

account.  

This tool analyses which image is the most re-pinned and which board (collection of              

images) is most popular on your Pinterest account. It also measures quite specifically             

the audience that interacts with the imagery and breaks down their interests, in             

addition to geographic and demographic information. 

● Google Analytics 

This is used to analyse and measure the traffic to one’s website and to understand the                

audience’s behaviour in numbers and charts.  

A Community Manager uses Google Analytics to gain a deeper understanding of the             

community’s behaviour on the website; how the audience is directed to the site, how it               

behaved and based on the IP-address if the visitor is a returning one or a first-timer. It                 

is also a great tool to compare content success, for example: is the post that gained the                 

most engagement on Instagram the most viewed product in the webshop? Is the pin              

that is most re-pinned on Pinterest redirecting that audience to just that content on              

your website or not? 

● Tweet Activity 

This is an in-app tool that measures engagement per tweet. 

On Twitter, information about engagement can be extracted per each tweet. It shows             
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how many times a tweet is seen, the number of times the tweet is interacted with, how                 

many times a link is clicked, if the tweet intrigues the audience to visit the profile and                 

the number of likes. 

Based on my passive observations, the above tools are to be considered useful for a               

Community Manager in order to gain insight and understanding of their audience. I have              

learned it is not enough to trust that the product or the brand image alone will create a strong                   

sense of community, or make the community feel seen, the community needs to feel it is                

spoken to continuously, directly or indirectly. The community a business account has is born              

organically, according to Instagram’s COO Marne Levinet (Monllos 2017), but it is up to              

each business and their Community Managers to maintain that community and strengthen it.             

By using the above-introduced tools, one can improve the content directed to a specific and               

optimise the peak hours when they are the most well received. Through my own experience               

and the growth of the Instagram of AALTO, this leads to the community feeling that the                

content fed to them is coherent with their behaviour and likings, i.e. it speaks to them. 

5.2 A Community Manager on Instagram  

Instagram still works on the same terms it did when it was first launched in 2010, with slight                  

changes and updates, when the user base consisted purely of individuals. You upload and              

share your image from the account you manage, then the accounts that follow you see the post                 

and can get notified about it if they choose to. Every time an account interacts with your                 

account, you get a notification. The worth of notifications is equal - you will receive all                

notifications from everyone, in chronological order. If the account managed is popular and             

receives many notifications, the Community Manager needs to be online frequently since only             

the newest interactions are shown in the notifications enter.  

Instagram accounts with business status and accounts with personal status alike play by the              

same rules. This creates a dialogue between brand and individual that is unique to its kind:                

here the brand very much benefits from having a Community Manager that responds to the               
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account’s engagement and makes the community feel seen. This is a proven way of              

acknowledging the customer base and community of a business. 

Examples of how to do that (Agrawal 2016): 

● Responding to or reacting to comments. 

● Learning and taking into consideration what kind of content resonates the best with the              

community. 

● Subsequently, increasing that sort of content. 

●  Interact by liking or re-sharing brand-related content the community is producing.  

Instagrammers usually follow at least one brand (Clarke 2018), strengthening the point by 

Instagram’s COO Marne Levinet (Monllos 2017) that individuals tend to connect organically 

with brands --and that marketers should take note. Already at the time of its’ 

five-year-anniversary, without the direct shopping option available, studies showed that 70% 

of the audience on Instagram was prone to shop using their mobile devices (Buckle 2015). 

Given the interactive nature of the platform, the users are more prone to visit the homepage of 

the brand, share the link to a friend, or to re-post and share a brand’s imagery. When sharing 

business-related content from a personal account, it gives a touch of credibility that an 

advertisement struggles much more to achieve. Companies with a contemporary approach to 

their business notice this and consider it in their social media strategies  (Clarke 2018). 

AALTO is no exception, and this aspect is implemented in the SoMe-strategy I have created. 

A hands-on efficiently proven method is creating a contest (Carter 2017). An example is on 

the Instagram account of AALTO, with a contest to win something exclusive. In AALTO’s 

case, the price that could be gained from the engagement was a piece that is not yet in stores 

and tickets to the fashion show showing the collection for Autumn/Winter 2018 (figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3. Example of a community engaging post from the @aaltointernational Instagram account on February 24th 2018. 
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Figure 4. Example of a community engaging post from the @aaltointernational Instagram account on February 13th 2018. 
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Figure 5. Example of a community engaging post from the @aaltointernational Instagram account on February 13th 2018. 
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Figure 6. Example of a community engaging post from the @aaltointernational Instagram account on February 14th 2018. 

Businesses profit from being present on Instagram, but why is it working so well and               

increasing in popularity amongst individuals? With this thesis, I wanted to deepen my             

understanding, beyond the technical information achieved through the analytic tools a           

Community Manager uses. In order to do so, this meant going further back than analyzing               

what kind of content, what kind of colorways, what kind of angles, what kind of text                

accompanying the imagery (in the industry referred to as “copy”) posted at which hour and               

date worked the best and spiked the most engagement from the community. It meant going               

back and understanding why there was any content being posted in the first place and why                

there is digital social behaviour. The theories explaining this are presented in chapter 4. 
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6. TOOLS FOR DIGITAL INCLUSIVENESS 

Instagram as a community building platform is the social media-platform that is the most              

thoroughly studied in this thesis. Here, our need for social identification and social             

categorisation (Tajfel, Turner 1986) in order to strengthen our digital identities is the             

strongest. One way of finding peers and in-groups is by interacting with hashtags. This              

symbol: # represents a hashtag, and is used on various social media -platforms. Their function               

is to gather under the word that follows the symbol all content that is part of that category or                   

linked to that word.  

When researching popular hashtags, it’s interesting to find that hashtags with the aim of              

expanding and increasing an interactive community such as #like4like and #follow4follow are            

amongst the most popular tags on the platform (figure 7, figure 8). 
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Figure 7. The number of images that are directly linked under community increasing hashtags (15.9.2018) 

When posting visual content on the platform, you can make sure your image is shown in a                 

category of pictures, even a very niche category. This is made possible thanks to the use of                 

hashtags. The category, or the hashtag, “Like for Like” pictured above implies that if you like                

the content, you will receive a like back on your account from the account holder whose                
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content you liked. As can be seen on the image above, the hashtags like-for-like and               

like-4-like combined have 742 million pieces of content under them. 

 

Figure 8. The number of images that are directly linked under community increasing hashtags (15.9.2018) 

When posting visual content on the platform, you can make sure your image is shown in a                 

category of pictures, even under a very niche category. This is made possible thanks to the use                 

of hashtags. The category or the hashtag, follow-for-follow (pictured above), implies that if             
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you follow the account with the hashtag, they will follow you back. It plays an essential part                 

in increasing followers and expanding one's community on Instagram. You don’t only want             

people to like your account, but you want reoccurring viewers, a community that follows you               

for the consistency in your feed. 

7. CHALLENGES 

Prior to beginning writing this thesis, the topic itself implied there is a challenge to be found.                 

The title ‘Digital Inclusiveness’ suggests in itself three possible challenges: 

1) Inclusiveness is not a given in a digital context. 

2) There is a difference in the offline and online sense of inclusivity. 

3) A Community Manager can affect this. 

7.1 The digital divide 

The digital divide is a challenge that creates division at an early stage. If looking back to                 

Maslow’s hierarchy of Need, and the digital version of that, this challenge appears already at               

the bottom stage of the pyramid. Despite of this degree thesis focusing on digital              

inclusiveness rather than on digital divide, it is necessary to acknowledge there is a significant               

gap between the two, as mentioned in chapter 2.1.2. On one part, technology is such a                

prominent part of our lives that we do not consider it a privilege, and simultaneously, the                

other part is represented by a reality lacking the basics of electricity, broadband and devices to                

access the Internet. This gap used to be strongly linked to socioeconomic aspects, but as there                

is an increase in affordable technology, the gap is beginning to grow smaller (Vick, 2017)               

(Techopedia).  

 

Another aspect of the digital divide has to do with the generation gap (Vick 2017).               

Technology moves fast in its development, and the younger generations have adapted to this              

to the extent where also learning is fast-paced and in many ways different from the previous                
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generations’ ways, and there are several digital and technological aids to support the learning              

process. The digital divide happens when the technology is accessible to the society, but the               

know-how, the literacy, is reserved for a more narrow slice of society. It’s sometimes called               

the gap between the haves and the have-nots (Lam and Lee 2006 p 179). In order to minimise                  

the gap, both government and non government organisations in countries such as China,             

Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the United States have been             

offering training programs to the general public and establishing places with public access to              

computers (Lam and Lee 2006 p 177). This means the industry is continuously improving its               

services, developing new apps, new services for online usage, but in reality making it              

available to an audience that in the pyramid of the digital hierarchy of needs have satisfied at                 

least the two first, most basics needs. It is that audience this thesis is focusing on. 

 

But within that audience, there is a gap too! Certain apps work better on specific devices, and                 

Android users are accustomed to a longer wait to engage with new apps compared to Apple                

users (example: CoStar 2017). The systems of the devices need to be updated frequently, and               

the updates are designed in order to function only if the device is no more than X years old                   

(Stolyar 2018). It is ever so often the manufacturers of the devices that get to decide whether                 

or not an older device will be compatible with an update (with the updates representing               

vitality and functionality in devices), whereas the technology actually could continue working            

for longer. Making profit is more important than giving longevity to devices (Stolyar 2018).  

The restrictions that lead to a gap between haves and have-nots are sometimes demographic.              

Certain apps or services will be available only in specific countries, on the movie/ series/               

documentary platform Netflix the films available vary from country to country, and the             

schedule for launching apps can also vary so that an app can be available abroad before it                 

reaches the country you yourself are in. An example of an app that is demographic specific, is                 

WeChat, introduced in the History of Platforms found in the appendices of this thesis.              

WeChat is the main, and therefore very important, the provider of online services and              

communities that are designed to work in China and Bhutan. For individuals, WeChat is              

where and how you send text messages, call, pay bills, pay for services, read the news, share                 
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photos and videos, and book your doctor’s appointments (Hollander 2018). For businesses,            

WeChat is where you reach your customers and where you do your online business. The               

system WeChat is built upon, developed by Tencent, does not welcome outsiders easily and in               

the same manner, foreign platforms are not functioning as well in China as in other parts of                 

the world. On a monthly basis, WeChat has today 1 billion active users, and Western-based               

brands are introducing themselves on the platform (Hollander 2018). 

7.2 Trust and safety 

In order to engage in a feeling of true inclusiveness, a community needs to feel seen and have                  

its needs and preferences heard and acknowledged -but without feeling watched or monitored.             

This requires a balancing act from the Community Manager.  

The platforms with active community management rely on the basis of mutual trust. In order               

to sign up to any of the platforms presented in the Short History of Platforms in the                 

appendices of the thesis, a certain amount of personal information has to be given, in order to                 

assure that the person signing up is, in fact, a person. Having given these informations, the                

users trust the platform to work; that messages are delivered to the recipient of their choosing                

and no-one else, that specific content is shown to only the audience of their choosing, that the                 

information fed to the platforms in terms of passwords, security questions and backup emails              

are kept safe and not misused. Trust is essential to any relationship, and perhaps even more in                 

an online setting than an offline –there is a certain amount of anonymity offered online, and                

therefore, trust has to be measured by signup forms for Social Media channels that ensure the                

user is not a robot or spam. Whenever this type of trust is violated, the relationship suffers. 

 

Manufacturers are making a point of considering this, and as a consequence, this importance              

of privacy has led to a squabble between Apple and the FBI (Brodkin 2018). The               

disagreement is about whether or not Apple should assist the governments in unlocking             

phones and granting access to information stored on clouds, saved passwords etc. etc. of a               

person the FBI finds suspicious and sees as a threat. To date, Apple is collaborating and                
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unlocking phones and granting access to passwords only with substantial evidence that the             

person in question serves a real threat. This protectiveness of the individual is causing              

statements such as “Apple are “jerks” about unlocking encrypted phones” (Brodkin 2018). 

However, this protective attitude towards its customers is also causing something else: an             

opportunity on the market has opened up for competitors (Brewster 2018), and it is both a                

good and a bad thing. Starting with highlighting the good aspects, this means that by sending                

a phone to Cellebrite , they can determine or disable the PIN, pattern, password screen locks               5

or passcodes on the latest Apple iOS and Google Android devices, without any squabble and               

thus fastening the process and cooperation with the governments when handling possible            

threats. On the negative side, this means that the original bound of trust that online use is built                  

upon suffers by knowing your privacy isn’t so private after all, regardless of passwords              

(Brewster 2018).  

 

However, a Community Manager usually acts on a level that is closer to the user than the                 

government. The Social Media relationship between brand/client is also built on trust: as long              

as both parties follow the rules, the relationship works. The rules for Instagram are made               

equal, in order to grant a safe place for inspiration and expression, and the users are                

discouraged from spamming and disrespecting one another (Instagram Team 2018). For a            

Community Manager, it means that data about the audience’s preferences and demographic            

info should be analysed with the tools presented in chapter 5.1.2, and taken into consideration               

when communicating with the community, for example by using the community engaging            

tools such as hashtags (chapter 6). As a part of these rules on the platform, a business’ account                  

is managed by an individual (or a team of individuals) but should represent a business, that                

broadcasts, instead of representing the individual(s) that conversates. He or she works to             

ensure that the users of the platforms are feeling acknowledged and seen, and not watched. He                

or she passively observes the content and likings of the individuals making up a brand's               

audience, without interfering with the private information shared on an individual's account.  

5 https://www.cellebrite.com/en/home/  
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8. FINDINGS 

The findings of this thesis will be presented in this chapter, in a sort of Q&A (Question and                  

Answer) dialogue between the reader and the thesis, much like a Q&A that could be found on                 

a Social Media platform. The conclusions are reached based on the theories presented in              

chapter 4., on the articles, videos and studies presented throughout the thesis, and on the work                

experience conducted from being a Community Manager at the designer brand AALTO, at             

the department for Fashion and Vintage at the auction house Bukowskis and at the consulting               

company Windsor Consulting.  

 

Q. Where is a Community Manager needed? 

A. Based on the research conducted for this thesis, a Community Manager acts mainly in a                

digital context and is needed on platforms that spike social interaction between either product              

and community, with a broadcast way of communication (one to many), or inside the              

community with an organic way communication (member to member). For this interaction to             

be made possible, the platform(s) need to provide a way of communication, for example, a               

private chat, message boards where the user can discuss different topics depending on the              

so-called “theme” of the board, or a commenting section. The interaction is also actions, such               

as reacting to or sharing content, without written interaction.  

 

Q: Why is a Community Manager needed?  

A. A Community Manager serves the purpose of an elaborated bot, something more than a               

software system that is programmed to “react” and ban certain images, words or topics. One               

could say that a Community Manager brings a personal aspect to the digital playground,              

without revealing his’ or her identity. The identity is irrelevant, but the personal touch is               

crucial. 

He or she is needed to create a sense of order too. The Community Manager ensures the rules,                  

that apply in an equal manner to all users of a SoMe -platform, are being followed. The                 
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Community Manager also works as a filter and as a middle hand in the communication               

between a brand/product/business and the individual.  

 

Q: How is an online community born?  

A. An online, and offline community is born when a group of people come together over a                 

shared interest. The interest can be anything from a specific way of sharing content              

(photography with a lensball, writing without adding imagery, sharing photos without adding            

text), to a niche interest (Dario Argento, Lucio Fulci and Ruggero Deodato Fanclub for their               

work between 1978-1989), or to people living/ born/travelling in a specific geographic place.             

A community is born from the same wish emerging from a set of individuals: to be heard,                 

seen, understood, from others with the same or a similar perspective. What is engaging with               

online communities, is that people who stand on the same side of the digital divide,               

theoretically all make up one community. As soon as personal choice and preference are              

added to that, that community is instantly divided into smaller ones; the ones’ who don’t want                

to be present on SoMe, and the ones’ who are there in order to keep in touch with friends and                    

family (as,) the ones’ who use it strictly as a pastime or for entertainment, and the ones’ who                  

make a living out of it, and the ones who write their thesis about it. 

 

Q: Why does it need to be managed by a Community Manager? 

A. Drawing from my experience in the field, both as a Community Manager and as being part                 

of a community that is managed (without it at a first, superficial glance, noticing it is), it                 

needs to be managed in order for the community to grow and grow stronger. A community                

without any monitoring can implode, whereas a community with a surveilling touch is a              

community that exists smoothly and troublefree. A hands-on example is that a managed             

community doesn’t see comments that are out of their perception of acceptance; for example,              

racist comments are removed in an environment that strives to be equal and just.  

 

Q: What does it take from a Community Manager in order to create a sense of digital                 

inclusiveness? 
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A. Reading data and analysing it objectively, and then adjust accordingly.  

This is the ultimate lesson learned while writing this thesis and studying from an insider               

perspective, passively observing as one should in descriptive research like this. 

The aim is to create a strategy for managing an online community in a tone of voice that’s                  

intuitive, not intrusive. In practical terms, this translates to: extract and learn from the data               

provided from the tools presented in chapter 5., in order to gain insight and a real, measurable                 

understanding of what the community engages with, and how it responds to various content.              

Reading these results also aid in understanding which platforms work the best with the              

audience in question.  

Thanks to the opportunity to analyse how the audience reacts to content served to them, the                

content and the ads shown to them can be customised so that they are received at the peak                  

hour on the most responsive platform, with the most engaging imagery and with the most               

appropriate copy to go with it.  

9. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Writing a thesis on a subject that correlates to my everyday life and current work situation as                 

much as it does, I suspected it was going to have its advantages –and disadvantages.  

Already at the early stage of planning my thesis, I felt that researching Digital Inclusiveness               

would benefit both my field, the institution I write for (Arcada) and myself.  

 

The field is a digital field, where the emphasis is on visual communication in an engaging and                 

community-strengthening context. It means the visual content that is relevant to my field             

resonates with an audience that is served this content on a platform with (social) interaction. I                

felt that a study zooming in on just this aspect of inclusivity from the viewpoint of a                 

Community Manager would serve as useful reading both for current and aspiring Community             

Managers, as well for companies who are exploring their need of one.  

 

I reason that this thesis will be beneficial to Arcada because it is a very current subject, with                  
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not many studies on it -and especially not from alumni at the same institution. As established                

in this thesis, the role a Community Manager holds is in constant evolution thanks to active                

discourse with its audience and field. This thesis serves as a general introduction to the field,                

giving insight into the work from a passive observer perspective in a descriptive way. I think                

it will benefit Arcada to have alumni giving insight in a field so representative of the time it is                   

written in: where digital is a given, but a personal touch and real listening is needed. 

 

In the early phase of this study, I plunged into it as I do with most things I undertake: head                    

first. I was extremely excited to be able to create such an honest dialogue between the work I                  

do and how it benefits the field of the businesses I do it for, and I was looking forward to                    

reflecting on the psychological theory that lies behind the digital presence and behaviour of              

the communities I have the opportunity to observe and anonymously interact with. But what              

regarded a clear advantage, has become a disadvantage from a personal point of view.              

Working as a Community Manager for both AALTO and Windsor Consulting, and having a              

quite recent background in working in the field with Bukowskis, has led to a slightly               

monotone theme in my life. Most of my waking hours, and unfortunately sometimes sleeping              

too, evolve around the topic of community management, and upon finishing this thesis, I do               

feel like a break from the field would be very healthy. During the months of working on this                  

thesis, even industry influencers who work with Social Media, promote taking breaks from             

being online (figure 9), and I will extend that to be important for people who work in the field                   

as well. 

 

On choosing to make this a descriptive study, I saw mostly advantages, and I still claim that                 

for this study, that aims to understand and observe, more than it aims to analyse and measure,                 

it was the right choice in order to answer the research questions posed. With this method, I                 

had the opportunity to observe the behaviour and the response of the online communities in a                

completely natural environment. Data-gathering and analysing of the (natural) behaviour was           

less time-consuming than whit a poll, or a quantitative experiment presented with numbers             

and statistics. That is what a Community Manager does in his or her work, and with this                 
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thesis, I wanted to present the study descriptively and qualitatively, providing depth and             

reflection. 

Figure 9. Influencer Chiara Ferragni with 16.5 million followers on Instagram, shared on the 15.9.2018 this story stating                  

“Being away from Ig for 24 hours (or a few days) every once in a while is so important to focus and restart with new                         

energy”. 
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Writing a descriptive study also came with disadvantages. Because I studied Digital            

Inclusiveness from my own, a Community Manager’s, point of view at first it was challenging               

to extract the disadvantages due to the choice of study. 

I found that when conducting a descriptive study, it can become a bit one-sided, since there                

are few, or no, statistics to support the theories explaining the behaviour. About the Uses and                

Gratifications theory presented in chapter 4., a significant criticism is that the data collected is               

always so individualistic, that it’s hard to apply on a broader population, and that the data                

gathered often is based on memory, rather than on numbers. When people answer why they               

use Social Media, they do it from a personal perspective, based on feelings, and not by                

analysing what percentage of their time is spent on which platform. Data acquired from Uses               

and Gratifications theories is interesting and qualitative, but due to it being so individualistic,              

also immeasurable. Another minus that occurred to me whilst researching, is that none of the               

situations, or results, can be repeated and presented with the same outcome two times: there               

are too many factors that one cannot know of or replicate, for example, how many people                

were online and receivable for a phenomenon in order for it to go viral.  

 

When conveying descriptive research, one option (the one I chose) is to take the role of a                 

passive observer. This means that the study can’t help in explaining causes in behaviour and               

merely describes the behaviour in the present tense.  

 

Still, the disadvantages of a study that only describes the present moment and behaviour,              

without the possibility to give real insight to future behaviour, and without the knowledge of               

explaining causes to the past, goes well with the subject. Digital Inclusiveness, and the impact               

a Community Manager can have on it is to take the pulse of the digital field where social                  

interaction is key.  

 

As a conclusion, working in this field, and writing my thesis about it, I dare to state that from                   

my perspective, the existence of social media in the way we know it is at its peak now. And as                    

with any peak, there is a way leading up to that, difficult and challenging at times, but steadily                  
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moving upward and onward, so gratifying. On that other side of the peak, however, lies a path                 

that implies downfall. The rise of analogue ways of documentation and trend of opting for               

only one platform instead of many, hints that we will try to balance our ways of existing                 

more, so that there is enough space for life offline, despite of the year being 2019 and offering                  

almost all experiences in an online version too. I think that it will be very interesting to follow                  

what happens –will we succeed in creating this balance?  
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BILAGOR / APPENDICES 

JOB LISTINGS 

Job listings showing how the role of a Community Manager differs depending on             

companies, industries and countries.  

 

1) SCORP, USA  

https://scorpapp.com/job/community-manager 

“Community Manager is the one who will find ways to communities conduct, grow and              

connect with each other. Community Manager we are looking for should be motivated             

the teams to grow and spread Scorp in their circles. The main responsibility of the               

Community Manager is the have the insights about the motivations of the teams and use               

them as the best way possible.” 

Focus on: growing the community feeling both in-house and B2C 

 

 

2) Perfect World Entertainment, USA  

https://www.perfectworld.com/careers/1033  

“We need an active participant in the player experience to help build connections and 

institutions within the community space, and be a bridge between players and the dev              

team. You’ll need to learn the game as deeply as our most dedicated fans, and understand                

what’s going on day to day in development - becoming a key brand builder and the heart                 

of our engagement-first product strategy.” 

Focus on: community building through insider know-how of product 

 

 

3) WeWork, FRANCE  

https://www.glassdoor.fr/job-listing/community-manager-wework-JV_IC2881970_KO0,

17_KE18,24.htm?jl=2852232801&ctt=1537541604071  
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“Illustrate WeWork's core values and strive to achieve our mission. Lead the Community             

Management team to achieve the following: 

- Creation of a collaborative environment amongst our members through events and            

personal introductions 

- Maintenance of 100% occupancy by achieving sales goals, and managing churn 

- Ensuring that building is fully operational and processes are running smoothly” 

Focus on: practical aspects, hands-on, event planning, community building 

 

4) Big Mamma, FRANCE 

https://www.glassdoor.fr/job-listing/community-manager-cdi-big-mamma-JV_IC288197

0_KO0,21_KE22,31.htm?jl=2830369574&ctt=1537544078096 (translated by me) 

“Directly attached to the Marketing and Communication, you will be a key element when              

it comes to develop the brand image of Big Mamma (chain of Italian restaurants in Paris).                

You have an excellent understanding of aesthetic and know how to produce both             

goodlooking videos and photos. You will also 

- Strengthen the Big Mamma -community 

- Enrich and update the accounts of BM (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter) in            

platformspecific language and style 

- Produce photo and video content (of the food, the team, the restaurants etc) 

- Edit the content int order to boost the visibility of the brand, develop the rand image and                  

increase sales 

- Make sure that the already existing community also is used as a marketing tool (and                

gaining their trust and recruite influencers) 

- Be aware and kep track of the response the brasnd is geting, and be aware of any                  

critique against the brand or the products offered 

- Strengthen and optimize the interactions in between the communities” 

 

5) Nestlé, UK  

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/839481931/  
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“You’ll work across several brands, delivering exciting and engaging strategies and           

campaigns across all key social platforms. 

 Key responsibilities for this role will also include:  

- Develop and deliver standout paid and organic social media strategies for NESCAFÉ             

and NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto, with a key focus on business results. 

- Lead the creative development of paid and organic social media assets for multiple              

owned channels and campaigns. You will proactively work with our in-house           

Community Manager, internal stakeholders and agencies to deliver this. 

- Own and implement social media, creative and content, campaigns and online            

communities best practice ways of working.” 

Focus on: Creating sales strategies, maximizing benefits and sales through social media,            

managing teams. 

 

A SHORT HISTORY OF PLATFORMS 

Social Media -platforms that initially allowed anyone with a device with access to the internet               

to express themselves and their personalities and share it with practically anyone else who              

stood on the same part of the digital divide has been increasingly growing since the late 1980s                 

and early 1990s.  

In order to present each platform in the way they were designed to be seen initially, the                 

descriptions derive as far as possible from each platform’s own “about” -section. It was not               

possible to provide for all platforms since some of them no longer are active. 

1988  IRC (Internet  
Relay Chat)  

IRC was initially not designated to be a SoMe -platform, mainly           
because the term did not exist at the time. It was first designed             
with the aim to facilitate group discussion. It also allowed for           
one-on-one communication via private messages, for data transfer,        
and for file sharing.  
As this thesis is written for studies at the Finnish University of            
Applied Sciences Arcada, a fun fact is to be told: IRC was            
invented by a fellow Finn, Jarkko Oikarinen.  
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1999 Live Journal The aim of the platform is to be a “publishing platform, willfully            
blurring the lines between blogging and social networking.” It was          
originally created by Brad Fitzpatrick (LiveJournal 2018). 

2000 HabboHotel  It is an online community targeting players from the age of 13            
(Habbo 2018). In order to play, one creates a character and           
designs hotel rooms, and through engaging in the game one will           
“meet new friends, chat, organize parties, look after virtual pets,          
create and play games and complete quests.”  
Also this platform was invented by a Finn, Sampo Karjalainen. 

2000 IRC-Galleria IRC-Galleria was invented by Finn Tomi Lipelä, and served in its           
early days as a complement to above-mentioned platform IRC; it          
was a photo gallery for the users of IRC. Today, IRC-Galleria is            
still an active platform and is working independently from IRC. 

2002 LinkedIn The business-focused platform LinkedIn is founded by Reid        
Hoffmann. According to the platform’s own description, “our        
mission is to connect the world's professionals to make them more           
productive and successful.” It is growing at a rapid pace and is to             
date the largest professional network with hundreds of millions of          
members. 

2003 MySpace MySpace is a SoMe platform founded by Tom Anderson. It          
begun as platform with a strong focus on music. On the platform,            
users can create personal profiles to connect with friends, write          
messages, upload and share imagery, blog posts and stream music.  
 

2004 Facebook According to Forbes list of companies from June 2018, Facebook          
(number 45 on said list), is “a social networking company, which           
allows people to communicate with their family, friends, and         
coworkers.” In the earlier days of the platform, social interaction          
was spiked through games and tests and by inviting your          
Facebook-friends to try them out, whereas today communities are         
enlarged today by inviting Facebook-friends to leave comments or         
to like pages and content.  
Founder is Mark Zuckerberg.  

2005 Reddit “Reddit is an American social news aggregation, web content         
rating, and discussion website.” (Reddit user 2018) 
The idea is that upon creating an account on the platform,           
members can upload content and have it up- or downvoted by           
other members. It is founded by Alexis Ohanian and Steve          
Huffman.  
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2005 YouTube According to Techopedia, YouTube a site to share videos on.          
Users who have created accounts can upload and share video          
content on their own channels. Both professionals and individuals         
can create accounts and upload content. Youtube is founded by          
Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim.  

2006 Twitter  Twitter is, according to the description on TechFAQ, “a social          
networking site that relies on micro-blogging for communication”.        
In this case, microblogging refers to the maximum length of the           
posts, so-called tweets, that on Twitter is 140 characters. To get           
information spread and to communicate one is required to sign up.           
The platform is founded by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone           
and Evan Williams. 

2006 VKontakte Kira Kirk explains in her article on Echosec what the platform           
VKontakte, more commonly known as VK, is and why it is           
considered to be important. VK is very much like Facebook, but           
with Russia as its largest geological country. “Like most social          
media networks you can add friends, gain followers, and post          
photos of your food and your cat.” The page one creates can be set              
as a business page, or as a personal page. VK is also used for              
downloading and sharing music. 
Founders of the platform are Pavel Durov, Vyacheslav        
Mirilashvili, Lev Binzumovich Leviev and Nikolai Durov. 

2007 Tumblr  On Quora, according to Ankit Uttam, author of the book “The           
Novice Marketer Series”, Tumblr is a microblogging platform and         
social network, that was founded by David Karp. It’s easy to           
create and post content with or without lengthy wording, and          
resharing content is even easier. Users can follow each other and           
can simply like each other’s posts, whereas on traditional blog          
posts one is often expected to express in a written comment one’s            
liking. David Karp and Marc Arment are the founders of the           
platform. 

2010 Quora  To best illustrate what Quora is, the answer is sourced from Quora            
itself. The author of the answer is Ron Swartzendruber and his           
answers have 1,7 million views and 60,6 thousand views during          
the month of October 2018.  
“Quora is for people to ask questions when they can't find a good             
answer by searching, or when they want an in-depth explanation          
and can only find basic answers.”  
It’s for whoever to ask whatever, and for whoever to answer           
whatever.  
Adam D’Angelo and Charlie Cheever are the founders of Quora. 
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2010 Pinterest  According to Margaret Rouse on Tech Target, Pinterest is a          
platform to upload, share and categorizing images. On its own          
page, Pinterest is described as “a visual bookmarking site”. 
One of the founders is said to have pitched Pinterest as a            
"catalogue of ideas" rather than a social networking platform. 
To emphasise this the platform no longer allows users to “like”           
each other’s posts.  
The founders are Evan Sharp, Ben Silbermann and Paul Sciarra. 

2010 Instagram  On the platform’s own description, it is stated that it is an            
application where “people can upload photos or videos to our          
service and share them with their followers or with a select group            
of friends. They can also view, comment and like posts shared by            
their friends on Instagram”. Within the app it’s also possible to           
communicate through private messages. The app was originally        
founded by Kevin York Systrom and Mike Krieger and is now           
owned by Facebook.  

2011  WeChat  “The app for all apps” WeChat provides text messaging, voice          
messaging, broadcast (one-to-many) messaging, video     
conferencing, video games, sharing of photographs and videos        
with applicable filters, and location sharing. It can exchange         
contacts with people nearby via Bluetooth, as well as providing          
various features for contacting people at random if desired (if          
these are open to it), next to integration with social networking           
services.  WeChat also offers a machine translation service. 
Companies and business communication have a special version of         
WeChat called Enterprise WeChat that was launched in April         
2016. The app is meant to help employees separate work from           
private life. Except for the usual chat features, the program lets           
companies and their employees keep track of annual leave days          
and expenses that need to be reimbursed, employees can ask for           
time off or even clock in to show they are at work. Security has              
been upgraded and companies must register before their        
employees can use the service. 
This app, founded by Zhang Xiaolong, will be further introduced          
in chapter 8. 

2011 SnapChat Snapchat is a mobile app and service for sharing photos, videos,           
current location and messages with other people. You can also use           
Snapchat to send quick text messages that disappear once the          
recipient reads them. the feature of Snapchat that gained the most           
popularity was their 15 seconds videos with different filters, that          
later was adopted by Instagram, and then Facebook.  
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2013 Vine Founded in 2013, and active until 2017, Vine was “The          
entertainment network where videos and personalities get really        
big, really fast.” (Vine 2017). When the platform became inactive,          
its users were found to b so found of it that an archive of the best                
videos still exists and is being updated. There are speculations that           
the platform might go through a “revival” (Mogg 2018). 

 

The way social media -platforms are used today, especially those that need and/or benefit              

significantly from the presence of a Community Manager, all emphasise the word social.  

The thesis “An Analysis of Individuals’ Behavior Change in Online Groups” by David             

Jurgens from Stanford University (California) and James McCorriston and Derek Ruths from            

McGill University (Canada) studies precisely that and has offered a valuable perspective for             

this thesis on Digital Inclusiveness.  

They state that in both offline and online settings, groups and communities provide             

opportunities for individuals to tie information and enhance social learning. It is also through              

this (digital) relation with others that individuals are exposed to new information and peer              

influence. The study quoted also emphasise that social connections, i.e. an active community,             

is essential for the online community to stay engaged and be long-lived. The same rules apply                

to a majority of the platforms listed above. In order for them to be long-lived and to have                  

returning users, the gratification lies not only in the community built around shared interests              

or aesthetics (Whiting, Williams 2013). 
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